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With low sidewalls and sturdy, solid construction, gondolas are designed to
handle many varieties of freight, from steel plates and coils to ballast, scrap

metal, and even oversized items such as track segments. Based on a popular
steel design that first appeared in the late 1920s, the Bachmann 40' Gondola

arrives in a vibrant selection of authentic railroad color schemes representing a
range of eras. Now shipping, Bachmann's track-cleaning variation of this

popular Gondola provides an efficient and economical way to clear your track
of performance-affecting debris and residue. Featuring an exclusive dry

cleaning system with a reusable pad attached to the underside of the chassis,
the Bachmann Track-Cleaning Gondola will help ensure consistent smooth

operation on your HO Scale model railroad.

DELAWARE & HUDSON #13678
Item No. 16340
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PENN CENTRAL #509791
Item No. 16341

UNION PACIFIC® #908458
Item No. 16342
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CHRISTMAS - NP&S®
Item No. 16343

TRACK-CLEANING REPLACEMENT PADS 
Item No. 16949

FEATURES INCLUDE
fully assembled
precision graphics
blackened-metal wheels with RP25 contours
body-mounted, magnetically operated E-Z Mate® Mark II couplers
non-magnetic blackened brass axles with needlepoint bearings
Celcon® trucks
added weight for optimum tracking performance
HO Scale 1:87

Click Here To See Our Full Selection of Track Cleaning Cars
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First developed in the late 1960s, the Cylindrical Hopper was both unique in appearance
and enjoyed better structural integrity than the available alternatives of the time. While the
type saw some success in the United States, it was the Canadian interests that led to its
widespread use. Facing aging rolling stock with limited capacity, Canadian wheat farmers

were experiencing supply-chain issues in getting their goods to market. To help rectify this,
the Canadian Government purchased 13,000 cars between 1970 and 1990 for shared use

between Canadian National and Canadian Pacific. While more were purchased by
individual railroads, it was these government-sponsored cars that turned heads, thanks to

their vibrant red, orange, and blue paint schemes, proudly advertising Canadian wheat
and the provinces in which it was grown. Today, many of these cars remain in service, and

thanks to the sheer number produced, they can be spotted in both unit trains and on
mixed freights across North America. With Bachmann's N Scale Canadian Cylindrical
Hoppers, you can bring the vibrant colors of the iconic grain train to your railroad with

realistic paint schemes, metal wheels, and body-mounted E-Z Mate® Mark II couplers.



SANTA FE
Item No.19102

SCOULAR #1687
Item No.19104

 

CN ENVIRONMENTAL MODE
Item No.19132
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CANADIAN NATIONAL DEMONSTRATOR
Item No.19133

ALBERTA / EDMONTON
Item No.19138

SASKATCHEWAN - WHEAT HERALD
Item No.19140
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POTASH CORPORATION
Item No.19143

Features Include
highly detailed painted bodies with precision graphics
blackened, machined-metal wheels with RP25 contours
body-mounted E-Z Mate® Mark II couplers
non-magnetic, blackened-brass axles with needlepoint bearings
Celcon® trucks
added weight for optimum tracking performance
HO Scale 1:87

Click Here to View Our Full Selection of HO Scale Canadian Grain Hoppers
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GOVERNMENT OF CANADA
ORANGE & YELLOW

Item No.19166

Click Here to View Our Full Selection Of N Scale Canadian Grain Hoppers
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Designed to haul a wide variety of liquid loads, tank cars have been a crucial element of
freight railroading since the pioneer era, hauling water, oil, and other commodities that
were invaluable for shaping the nation. The tank cars featured in this release represent

some of the last single-dome examples built with a riveted tank design, which were
delivered between the late 1920s and early 1940s. Found across North America, our
model represents cars in their heyday, when they served a wide selection of private

owners with eclectic names and colorful paint schemes. The Bachmann Single-Dome
Tank Car features a prototypical, detailed body, blackened metal wheels, body-mounted

E-Z Mate® couplers, separately applied ladders, and metal wrap-around grab irons.
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C.F. SIMONIN'S SONS INC. #20157
Item No. 17803

GRAMPS #11055
Item No. 17804
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CLARK #9485
Item No. 17809

QUAKER STATE #781
Item No. 17810

STAROLINE GASOLINE #438
Item No. 17817
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SOUTHERN PACIFIC™ #62820
Item No. 17818

FEATURES INCLUDE
premium rolling stock
fully assembled
precision graphics
blackened-metal wheels with RP25 contours
body-mounted, magnetically operated E-Z Mate® Mark II couplers
non-magnetic blackened brass axles with needlepoint bearings
Celcon® trucks
added weight for optimum tracking performance
HO Scale 1:87

Click Here to See Our Full Selection of HO Scale Tank Cars
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Memorial Day is traditionally the unofficial start of Summer, and warm
weather is finally here. In the model railroading world, this only means

one thing... it's time to get working on your garden railroad!

The Bachmann collection of Large Scale Garden Railroading
equipment include; Locomotives (Both Steam & Diesel), Self

Propelled Eggliners, Inspection Speeders Rolling Stock and more,
guaranteed to bring your outdoor model railroad to life!

Bethlehem Steel 100-Ton 3-Bay Hoppers
From the 1960s to the present day, the Bethlehem Steel 100-Ton 3-Bay
Hopper has endured as one of the most popular cars for bulk material

transportation. Built to convey coal, stone, ore, or ballast, the 100-Ton 3-Bay
Hopper is a perfect addition to diesel-era freight consists. Bachmann’s 1:29
Scale Bethlehem Steel 100-Ton 3-Bay Hopper comes in a variety of well-

known paint schemes, and features operating AAR couplers and blackened,
machined metal wheels. 

Click Here to See All Versions of Our Bethlehem Steel 100-Ton 3-Bay Hopper
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1:20:3 Scale 2-6-0 Steam Locomotives

Click Here to See All Versions of Our 10:20:3 Scale 2-6-0 Locomotive

4-6-0 Steam Locomotives with updated details

Click Here to See All Versions of Our 4-6-0 with Updated Details

GE Dash 9 Locomotives
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Click Here to See All Versions of Our Large Scale GE Dash-9

Self-Propelled "Eggliners"

Click Here to See All Versions of our Large Scale Eggliner

Track Inspection Speeders
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Click Here to See All Versions of Our Large Scale Track Inspection Speeder

Rolling Stock including Stock Cars, Boxcars, Tank Cars,
Flatcars, Cabooses, and more!

Click Here to See Our Full Range of Large Scale Freight Cars
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